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1.The “New Economy” Concept. 

Origins, Evolution, Interpretation 

a Global Information Society. The result of 

New Econo-

my

Competitiveness in the New Economy. 

Implications for Romania given its 

Adhesion to the European Union

Abstract: At the present moment there can be noticed that world’s economy is evolving from an es-

sentially industrial society towards a Global Information Society known as Knowledge Society.

This paper pursues to analyze the perspectives of the Romanian economic and social environment de-

velopment given the transition to the new knowledge economy, upon its decisive and specific factors.

The purpose of the material is to underline the current trends in the economic environment in Roma-

nia given the new context of shifting to an information based society, in view of the adhesion to the Euro-

pean Union. Studies performed by this moment clearly demonstrate that Romania must above all build a 

developed economic society in order to be able to implement more easily sources of communications and in-

formation technologies existing in the world. This demonstrates that a very close correlation exists between 

a country’s development level and its current use of Information Technology and Communications. 
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Information Society – 

Knowledge Society

New Society

revealed from the beginning the means on 

It is understood that this occurring soci

New Economy

a characteristic of the modern economy.

New Econ-

omy

that are characteristic to such. The variety of 

terms

nologies are those generating the increase of 

information economy

digital economy

the digital technique and technology. They 

New Economy

consequences of the information and digital 

New Econ-

omy

technologies and information communica

New Economy

New Economy

information technology and communica

New Economy New Econo-

my

New Economy
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higher living standards are innovative ideas 

uncertainty and continuous changes are rath

er a rule than an 

2. Defining Features of the

 “New Economy” 

New Economy

sustainable development and economic

growth

- Satisfying human needs;

- Ensuring the necessary resources and 

-

-
-

sionalism;

-
research;

-

sense;

- Increasing efficacy and efficiency on 

all levels;

-

-

reforms.

can be asserted that the idea of information

based society

the information based society.

Amongst such we can mention:

-
training activities both for the youth and for 

adults;

- e-work

or telework

ing teleactivities or teleservices

-
assisted study;

- D istance learning;

- The occurrence of activities that can 

-

ties;

-

- The aces to data bases for general use 

-

including multimedia;

-
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gional and global level;

-

-

tronic commerce.

Internet

phenomenon

various environments being changed. The 

New Economy often identifies in the cur

Internet based economy

digital economy network econo-

my e-economy New Economy

countries regarding the Information Society 

aims the activation of the governmental bod

information technologies 

and communications

here first of all to the characteristics that are 

and secondly to the fact that in those coun

New Economy

- The occurrence and continuous de

communications;

-

-
e-commerce electron-

ic-commerce

- re-engi-

neering

-
innovation;

- The occurrence of the distance labor 

New Economy

-
-

-

3.Tendencies in the Evolution of the 

“New Economy” W orldwide 

New Economy

mental change in the history of human so

transition from the industrial society to the 
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New Economy change of 

the paradigms in all activity areas.

There can be noticed that the change of 

the production, manufacturing processes’ 

paradigms

- mass production

flexible, diversified, customized produc-

tion

- standard goods 

and services

cat-

egories differentiated higher quality goods 

and services

- long life goods

ever improved goods, under the influence 

of innovation

- material, tan-

gible goods immaterial, digital, in-

tangible goods

- production

– products products – servic-

es

- long techno-

logical cycles continuous in-

novation

- comparative 

advantage competitive, com-

petition advantage

change of orga-

nizational and managerial paradigms im

- centralization

de-centralization

- rigid hierar-

chy flexibility

- presence

tangible goods

new methods and models of organization 

in flexible networks on-line net-

works

clusters technopolis

- structure – com-

panies project – companies

enterprises networks

- ensuing suc-

cess on the national market

ensuring success on the world market

in the field of information technology is the 

Information Society and the 

crease the efficiency of the central and local 

ment).

The Information and Communications 

Technology 

to ensuring sustainable development. The 

sustainable development
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mand for satisfying the needs of the society 

stable climate and a clean environment.

Information Society

information technology

Information technologies 

occurrence of electronic commerce

electronic

commerce has contributed to the communi-

cations’ globalization 

ment of mobile communications.

New Economy

on-line business, electronic commerce and

on-line networks.

4. The “New Economy” in Romania. 

History, Phases, Actual Development 

Stage. Strong Points and Weak Points 

There can be asserted that in Romania

information technologies 

a society should be build that is economically 

could aim for a shift to information based so

ciety.

use of Internet

munications and information technology use 

economic progress and to a better life qual-

ity.

Romania

Communications and Information 

Technology

competitiveness and generating 

economic growth

the efficient use of information.
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a) Communications sector

and of the telecommunication industry in or

b)

tele-

communications, radio-broadcasting and

mail services

tence of different sector related strategies.

c) U nder the influence of the conver-

gence of services and associated infrastruc-

tures

d) Telecommunications are no longer 

that the right to communication and infor

communication means. This division is man

ifested both on an international and national 

level. 

 telecommu-

nications sector

New Economy is obvi

In Romania, the telecommunications 

The investments in communications 

nomic sectors. 

In telecommunications numerous busi

tions in the New Economy

and efficient administration in this area. The 

The large use of information and com

ical life and to fundamental transformations 
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tion of achieving conditions and orientations 

a) Consolidating democracy and the 

State’s institutions

e-

government e-administration

b) M arket economy development and

shift to the new economy, in-

creased competitiveness of economic agents 

electronic commerce, 

teleworking

nancial management and human resources 

c) Increasing life quality

G lobal Information Society.

d) Accelerating electronic commerce

the field of electronic transactions. The devel

e) Electronic governing

availability on the Internet is one of the R o

ernment by means of Information Technolo

tronic format;

A ttracting investments in this field. 

f) ITC based medical services the

to increase quality information availability 

substantially reducing on a long run the so

cial and administrative costs of diagnosis and 

treatment.

g) Stimulating the demand and dis-

seminating information and knowledge by 

Romania

IT technologies in the cultural environment 

h) Intelligent transport systems
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i) Electronic commerce and intelligent

cards

Confidentiality – referring to in

Integrity – referring to maintaining 

Accessibility

services.

5. The New Economy – Challenges and 

Prospects for Romania in view of its 

Integration in the European Union 

globalization and the de-

velopment of knowledge based economy

New Economy

Information Economy

cational technologies and adequate economic 

New Econ-

omy

New

Economy

Romania

its integration in the EU.

New

Economy

strating that distance continues to govern the 

and in global relations.

The main recommendations regarding 

New Economy

Romania and of other 

(1)

on the changes registered in the Romanian 

edge based economy;

(2)

Romanian services field.

(3)
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(5) Unrevealing the motivations deter

mining the foreign investors to come to Ro

tance of investments for the country. 

New Economy

great uncertainty regarding the future.

Providing that instead of an ascendant 

ly overcome all economic benefits registered 

Romania’s

New Economy


